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Agenda
1. Setting the Stage: Research Reproducibility
○

National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine report

2. A Tour of Three Examples
○

Container-based Reproducible Data Science with the Whole Tale project

○

The “Time/Value Tradeoff” for Reproducibility: Execution in the Long Run

○

Reproducibility Journal Policy: Who Re-executes the Research? Where?

3. A “Lifecycle of Data Science” Approach Includes Security
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 1941443. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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1. Setting the Stage: Research Reproducibility
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Reproducibility Definitions: National Academies
In 2019 the “Reproducibility and Replication in Science” committee published
consensus report (I was a committee member).
Produced key definitions and several recommendations.
●

Reproducibility is obtaining consistent results using the same input data,
computational steps, methods, and code, and conditions of analysis. This
definition is synonymous with “computational reproducibility.”

●

Replicability is obtaining consistent results across studies aimed at answering the
same scientific question, each of which has obtained its own data. Two studies
may be considered to have replicated if they obtain consistent results given the
level of uncertainty inherent in the system under study.
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Some Reproducibility Efforts

SIAM News 2013

● Editorial Policies and Badging
● Pilot Partnerships: Code Ocean
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2. A Tour of Three Examples

1. Data Science in the Whole Tale Project
● Building an open platform for computational reproducibility
○

Create and publish executable research objects ("Tales")

● Simplify process of creating & verifying reproducible
computational artifacts for scientific discovery
Easy-to-access
cloud-based computing
environments

Transparent access to
research data

Export and publish
executable research
objects

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. OAC-1541450
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Use case: Ren et al. (2018)
●
●
●
●

ML experiments in materials science
Published in Science Advances
Code in Github
Data published to Materials Data Facility

How can we publish the code and data to support
computational reproducibility and reuse/exploration?
● Reproducibility implemented in Whole Tale
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A Proposed Formalism: The “Tale”
What information do we need to reproduce and verify computational findings?
●

Manuscript
○

●

○

●
●

source or reference

Documentation
○

README, codebook, install
instructions, user guide, etc.
License, copyright, permissions

Code
○ Preprocessing, analysis, workflow
Data
○

●

By copy, by reference, data access
protocol

Results
○

●

Environment
○
○

●

Computational, archival

Metadata
○
○

●

Hardware, OS, compilers, dependent software
Runtime, image, container

Provenance
○

●

Output, figures, tables

Identifiers, related artifacts, Domain metadata
Badges

Version

Chard et al. (2019) Implementing Computational Reproducibility in the Whole Tale Environment. P-RECS '19: Proceedings of the 2nd
International Workshop on Practical Reproducible Evaluation of Computer Systems
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Tale Packaging for Sharing, Dissemination, Archiving
● Research Object
○
○

Beyond PDFs and datasets -- include code, workflows
Distributed elements

● Interoperability between systems
○
○

Archives/repositories
Active compute platforms

● BagIt serialized "Research Object" bundle
○
○

Zip archive + metadata + JSON-LD
https://github.com/ResearchObject/bagit-ro ( => ro-crate)
researchobject.org

Chard et al. (2019) Application of BagIt-Serialized Research Object Bundles for Packaging and Re-execution of
Computational Analyses. RO-5 at Workshop on Research Objects (RO 2019)
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2. Reproducibility Journal Policy: Who Re-executes
the Research? Where?

2. Reproducibility Standards Development
Reproducibility requires community adoption and
standards development.
Example: AAAS 2016 Workshop on Code and
Modeling Reproducibility recommended:
●

Share data, software, workflows, and details of the computational
environment that generate published findings in open trusted repositories.

●

Persistent links should appear in the published article and include a permanent
identifier for data, code, and digital artifacts upon which the results depend.

●
●

To enable credit for shared digital scholarly objects, citation should be standard practice.
To facilitate reuse, adequately document digital scholarly artifacts.

●

Use Open Licensing when publishing digital scholarly objects.

●
●

Funding agencies should instigate new research programs and pilot studies.
Journals should conduct a reproducibility check as part of the publication process.

➔

NASEM 2019 “Reproducibility and Replication in Science”
report recommendations.

Stodden, McNutt, Bailey, Deelman, Gil,
Hanson, Heroux, Ioannidis, Taufer
(2016). Enhancing Reproducibility for
Computational Methods. Science.

Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) and
Open Problems
● Responsibility for verification;
3rd party re-execution of
codes?
● JASA-ACS Reproducibility
Editors? Cloud infrastructure
(Whole Tale?)? Automation?
● Documentation and
meta-data for data and code:
transparency and liability

3. A “Lifecycle of Data Science” Includes Security

The Lifecycle of Data Science
“Lifecycle of Data” is an abstraction from the Information Sciences
● Describes and relates actors in the ecosystem of data use and re-use.
What if we applied this idea to Data Science?
● Clarify steps in data science projects: people/skills involved, tools and
infrastructure, and reproducibility through the cycle.
● Guide implementations: infrastructure, ethics, reproducibility and
sources of uncertainty, curricula, training, and other programmatic
initiatives.
● Develop and reward contributing areas.
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A Proposal: Lifecycle of Data Science

Leveraging the Lifecycle of Data Science
An abstraction that organizes the computational pipeline.. and so
recognizes different contributions including from e.g.:
● Ethicists
● Knowledge and data managers
● Compute resources and cyberinfrastructure
Goals:
● Improve understanding of Data Science advancement.
● Permit the comparison of results.
● Improve research output and social impact.
V. Stodden (2020). The Data Science Life Cycle: A Disciplined Approach to Advancing Data Science as a Science. forthcoming
Communications of the ACM.
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Conclusion
Two (ordinarily antagonistic) trends are converging:
Research will become massively more compute and data intensive,
and
Research computing will become dramatically more transparent.
These are reinforcing trends, which can admit exciting new opportunities:
● greater understanding of norms and social structures for discovery,
● enabling efficiency, productivity, and discovery.
Security issues pervasive and of ongoing importance with cyberinfrastructure
18
development.

